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($tD_{t}-\rho(x^{))_{u}=}ta(x^{)}+G_{2}(x)(t,$ $tDtu,$ $u,$ $D1u,$ $\ldots,$ $Du^{)}n’$ (1)
$(t, x)\in \mathrm{C}_{i}\cross \mathrm{C}_{x’}^{n}x=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n}),$ $D_{t}=\partial/\partial t$ , $D_{i}=\partial/\partial x_{i\circ}$ , $\rho(x)$ $a(x)$
, $\mathrm{C}_{x}^{n}$ $D$ , $G_{2}$
$G_{2}(x)(t, Z, \mathrm{x}_{0}, x_{1,\ldots,n}X)=a_{pq}\alpha(Xp+q\text{ }\geq 2)tpZ^{q}X\alpha\ldots X_{n}^{\alpha_{\text{ }}}- 0^{0}$
, $|\alpha|=\alpha_{0}+\cdots+\alpha_{n}$ ,
$a_{\mathrm{p}q\alpha}(x)$ $D$ ,
$\sum$ $\sup|a_{\mathrm{p}q\alpha}(X)|tp_{Zx^{\alpha}}q\ldots X^{\alpha_{n}}0^{\mathrm{O}}n$ $(t, z, X_{0,..\mathrm{s}}, x_{n})$
p+q+ $\geq 2^{x\in D}$
$u(t, x)$ , $u(0, X)\equiv 0$ (1)
well-defined
[1]
1 (G\’erard- ) $x^{\mathrm{o}}\neq 0$ $D$ - $\rho(x^{\mathrm{o}})\not\in \mathrm{N}^{*}=\{1,2,3, \ldots\}$




$\rho(0)\in \mathrm{N}^{*}=\{1,2,3, \ldots\}$ , $\rho(x)\not\equiv\rho(0)$ (2)
, $V=\{\rho(x)=\rho(0)\}\subset \mathrm{C}_{x}^{n}$ 1
(1) $V$ $u(0, x)\equiv 0$ – ,V generic
,
$d(x)=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(x, V\cup\partial D)=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(x, V)$
dist $(x, Z)$ $x$ $Z\subset \mathrm{C}_{x}^{n}$ 2
$x$
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$u(t, x)$ :
$|t|<C_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}d(x)^{p}$, $x$
$p$ $C$ $p$ $\rho(x)$ , , $G_{2}$
$\rho(x)-p(0.)$ $x=0$ $g$ , :
$| \frac{1}{\rho(x)-\rho(0)}|\leq C’d(x)-g\circ$ (3)
$C’$
2( )
(i) $\rho(0)\geq \mathit{9}+2$ , $u(0, x)\equiv 0$ (1) $u(t, x)$
$|t|<Cd(x)$ , $x$ ,
(ii) $\rho(0)<g+2$ , $u(0, x)\equiv 0$ (1) $u(t, x)$
$|t|<Cd(x)\epsilon_{\frac{+2}{(0)}}\rho$ , $x$ ,
$C$ $p(x),$ $a(x)$ $G_{2}(t, z, \mathrm{x}0, X1, \ldots, Xn)$
, , [5], [7]
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